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MATTHEW ARNOLD'S LETTERS.1 

The long promised collection of Matthew Arnold's letters 

has at last come to hand, and it is safe to say that few of 

the many readers who have been expecting it have been on 

the whole disappointed. The letters are so perfectly simple 
and genuine that they must be read with pleasure by- all 

who like simple and genuine people and things, and we will 

charitably suppose that a majority of readers belong to this 

category. How these readers will like the fact that the let 

ters are not numbered, that there is no index, and not even 

a table of contents, we cannot 
pretend to say* ; but we are 

sure for our part we could have put up with a less delight 
ful format than that to which the Eversley series has ac 

customed us, if only the publishers had considered the needs 

of those who are likely to use these comely* volumes for fre 

quent reference. But Matthew Arnold's works in general 
have been long crying for an index, and it was perhaps too 

much to expect that his letters would get one. Still having 
now given our American soul a vent for its wrath (the En 

glish do not seem to demand indexes as we do) we may 

congratulate the editor on the modest and competent way 
he has done his work, and may pass to a direct considera 

tion of the letters themselves. 

They7 are mainly* family7 letters, addressed chiefly to 

Arnold's mother, his wife, his two sisters, Mrs. W. E. Fors 

ter and Miss Arnold of Fox How, and later on to his two 

daughters. Other relatives were 
occasionally- favored, and 

there are not a few letters and notes to Lady de Rothschild 

and a French Protestant, a M. Fontanes, of whom Arnold 
seems to have grown very7 fond. Here and there is a note 

to John Morley, Charles Eliot Norton, and Sir M. E. Grant 
1 Letters of Matthew Arnold 1848-1888 collected and arranged by 

George W. E. Russell. New York and London: Macmillan & Co., 1895; 
2 vols., 8vo, pp. xi.. 467, 442. 
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Duff', but as a rule the contents of the two volumes are, as 

we said, family letters of a simple and unaffected sort. They 
are not written in Arnold's best prose style and perhaps 

gain bjr the fact of their evident unpremeditation, although 
here and there one can see traces of hurry and is rather 

jolted by uneven sentences. Simply as letters thej^ cannot 

in our opinion compare with FitzGerald's for vivacity or 

charm. There is seldom a gleam of humor, seldom an im 

portant idea that has not been exploited and better done bjr 
the writer elsewhere ; there is a little too much about money 
and cooking and, we regret to show our philistinism, about 

?botanizing. But, and this is the main point, the letters 

bring us near in many ways to the actual man, Matthew 

Arnold, who has made for himself such a place in his 

county's literature and in the hearts of many of us that 

these letters cannot be ignored by any who would thor 

oughly understand one of the rarest and most enlightened 

spirits of our 
century. 

Better still, Arnold's letters throw light on Arnold the 

poet, rather than on Arnold the critic, and it is as a poet 
that he is looming up and seems destined to live. The 

position assigned him in the new edition of the fourth vol 

ume of Ward's Poets and in Professor Walker's monograph 
on " The Greater Victorian Poets" maybe cited as confirm 

atory of this last proposition ; but that Arnold had the true 

poetic nature would be inferred from his letters by a reader 

who had never seen a line of his poetry. A more genuine 
love of nature than that displayed in these letters would be 

hard to conceive of. No matter whom of his intimates he 

is writing to or where he may be writing from, he cannot 

refrain from describing every landscape that has impressed 
him, every flower he has stopped to pluck. It makes little 

difference whether he is travelling in Italy or going his 

wearj^ round as a school inspector through rural England? 

always and everywhere it is nature that fascinates him and 

calms him and consoles him. He had told us this nobly in 

his poetry, but it is pleasant to find it out for ourselves from 
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his letters where he is not thinking of telling us any*thing. 

Then, too, the letters often throw a w*elcome light on some 

particular passage in the poems 
? as for example on the 

beautiful picture of the English garden 
" on some tempest 

uous day in early June" which fills a stanza of " 
Thyrsis." 

It is a sadder light that is thrown on the evolution of that 

beautiful elegy 
" A Southern Night 

" 
but no one who has 

read this poem will wish a word away from the touching 
letter Arnold wrote his mother on the death of his gifted 

and ill-fated brother. Certainly for the future students of 

Arnold's poetry, and they7 will be many, there will be no 

more fruitful source of information than these two volumes, 

for the conversation of the poet himself about his own work, 

which is said to have been charming, is hardly- to be re 

produced. 

As we have intimated Arnold the critic is not as well 

represented in his letters as we could have wished. In his 

essays he had been very careful to avoid criticism of his 

great contemporaries like Tennyson and Browning, and we 

had hoped that these volumes would make up for his former 

reticence. They* 
do not, however, although 

we can 
gather 

a few cursory- judgments. He evidently did not think Ten 

nyson a poet of the first rank, and he had no excessive ad 

miration for Mr. Swinburne despite the hearty praise his 

own verses got from the latter. For Browning the man he 

evidently7 had a great regard and rated his poetry above that 

of his wife, but exactly- how high we are left to conjecture. 
For Carlyle and Ruskin, too, his admiration was qualified, 
and the lesser lights get hardly7 a mention. Perhaps it is as 

well that this is so, for more than one critic has had his 

sound judgments passed on men and books and events of 

former generations discounted because of his faulty- judg 
ments passed upon contemporaries. Yet Arnold in matters 

of religion and politics had little hesitation in criticising his 

contemporaries, and did it in a way to make some people 

suspect that he had little sy*mpathy writh his fellow men. 

This notion is, however, completely* upset by the present 
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correspondence, and Arnold's essentially kind and loving 
nature is brought into full relief. He was not mereljr the 

gentlest of parents and sons, but a true and tender friend 

and a genial and amiable acquaintance. The school chil 

dren and teachers whom he inspected were devoted to him, 
which is a crowning proof of his fine character, for the work 

of inspecting weighed heavity upon him and would never 

have been kept up but for his comparative poverty. That 

one of the most delicate geniuses of modern times should 

have been compelled to drudge for a living and to attribute 

his failure to write more poetry to his lack of means and 

time, is a piece of that irony to which Fate is always treat 

ing 
us. 

A recent reviewer has described the volumes before us 

as the letters of a scholar and not of a man of the world 

like Lowell. Nothing could be further from the truth. 

Arnold was not a scholar in either a broad or a narrow 

sense of the term, nor was he, as far as these letters can be 

taken as evidence, a man of extraordinarily wide 
reading. 

He was an admirable critic, however, and knew what to 

read and how to read it, for the critical faculty is the judg 

ing faculty. Hence a dictum of Arnold's need not always 
be based on very wide reading to be profoundty true. Then 

again 
Arnold was, as these letters show, far more of a man 

of the world than might have been inferred from his other 

writings. His constant rounds of school inspection brought 
him in contact with all classes of people and interested him 

immensely in public questions, about which indeed he did 
not a little writing. He was continually in society, too. and 
met the best people of his time. He was a fairty travelled 
man and acquainted with various phases of foreign thought. 
He liked to have social attentions paid him, and to be re 

ceived cordiallj, as he was, by the nobility and by royalty 
itself, Indeed, if anything, there was a weakness in his 

character just here, and these letters bring it to light. 
Arnold was not an 

entirely whole-hearted man of letters, 

and it would have been better for posterity, perhaps, if he 
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had been. For he is essentially a lyrical poet, not epic or 

dramatic, and a more or less self-centred life might have 

stimulated the peculiar bent of his genius. Be this as it 

may, he was in many senses a man of the world, though it 

is doubtful whether he had enough humor in his composition 

(he had plenty* of wit) to make a thoroughly successful com 

bination of the man of letters and affairs like Lowell. He 

certainly7 was not a typical Englishman any7 more than he 

was a complete cosmopolitan, yet it is to be noted that he 

liked to shoot, though he did it badly, that he was a good 
fisherman and a fair mountain climber, which are facts that 

some people may be surprised to learn. To learn them, 

however, not only- brings us nearer to Arnold the man, but 

lets us see that his poetry- rests on a fund of genuine and 

lovable human nature and not on a fund of intellect im 

proved by culture. For such knowledge we can easily 

forego our idea of Arnold as the almost unerring critic of 

books and men, an idea which is somewhat rudely* shaken 

by- some of his utterances apropos of our civil war, by7 his 

comparative failure to appreciate Gladstone, and hy his sur 

prising inability to detect a charlatan in the late Lord Ran 

dolph Churchill. But it is time to make a few quotations 
from the letters themselves before finally recommending 
them to the attention of all our readers. 

That many of his most characteristic ideas w*ere early 
formed is proved by the following sentences taken from a 

letter of 1848 : " I see a wave of more than American vul 

garity, moral, intellectual, and social, preparing to break 
over us. In a few yrears people will understand better why* 
the French are the most civilized of European peoples, when 

they see how fictitious our manners and civility have been, 
how little inbred in the race." 

Here is a little touch of his experience as a travelling 

inspector : " I write this very* late at night, with S-, a 

young Derby banker, tr?s sport, completing an orgy in the 
next room. When that good y7oung man is calm, these 

lodgings are pleasant enough. You are to come and see 
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me fighting the battle of life as an Inspector of Schools 

some day. 
. . . S-is in a state of collapse. He will be 

very miserable to-morrow." 

This time he was in the mild lark : 44 We had a capital 
dinner, champagne and claret, and after dinner Henry and 

I played picquet, 6d. a game, the parti ending in mjr being 
the winner of one sixpence. We did not go to bed till one 

o'clock." 

Here is a sentence that might have drawn from Brown 

ing a worse outburst than the one he vented on FitzGerald, 
had he onty lived to read it : " Make Browning look at it, 

[i. 
e. at Arnold's 44 

Merope "] if he is at Florence ; one of the 

very best antique fragments I know is a fragment of a Hip 

poly tus by him. As to his wife, I regard her as 
hopelessty 

insane in her aberration from health, nature, beauty, and 

truth." As we have said Browning is no longer here to get 
a rise from, but Mr. Swinburne has not lost his vocabulary 
of invective, and there is no saving what he maj^ not give 
vent to when he finds himself referred to as a 44 

Pseudo 

Shelley." 
Mr. Swinburne, however, could hardty quarrel with the 

following : 44 The bad feature ... is the hideous English 
toadyism with which lords and great people are invested 

with the commands in the corps they join, quite without re 

spect of anjr considerations of their efficiency. This pro 
ceeds from our national bane?the immense vulgar-mind 

edness, and, so far, real inferiority of the English middle 

classes." 

Perhaps some of our modern American historians might 
take a useful hint from the following: 

4' 
Stubbs's book [his 

Constitutional History of England^ is a sound and substan 

tial one, but rather overpraised by 
a certain school here, the 

school of Mr. Freeman, of whom Stubbs is a disciple. This 

school has done much to explore our early history and to 

throw light on the beginnings of our system of government 
and of our liberty; but thejr have not had a single man of 

genius, with the ?tincelle and the instinctive good sense and 
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moderation which make a guide really attaching and useful. 

Freeman is an ardent, learned, and honest man, but he is a 

ferocious pedant, and Stubbs, though not ferocious, is not 

without his dash of pedantry." 
Here are a few sentences from a letter written in Rich 

mond, Virginia, December 19, 1883, the farthest point South 

that he reached in either of his visits to America : " Im 

agine my delight after the poverty- of New England winter 

vegetation, 
of which you can form no idea,? not a laurel, 

not a holly ? to find the magnolia growing, a standard tree, 

in the gardens before the Richmond houses. There was the 

horse-chestnut, too, which I have never seen in the North, 

and fine planes. 
. . . But my great pleasure 

was the ceme 

tery-, where is a great pyramid over the common soldiers of 

the Confederate Army who fell in the war ; but the beauty 
of the garden [sic] is in its dells and trees, such magnolias, 
such red-berried hollies, such oaks ! It was dark when we 

got home, but I found callers, and then dressed with a good 
fire in my- room, which even here one is glad of. There 

was a party7 at dinner, the cloth drawn after dinner in the 

old English fashion, and excellent Madeira ; then we went 

to the lecture in a tumble-down old hall, but it did very well, 
as I was sure it would. My* agents were against my coming 
here, and said I would have no audience, but I had all the 
' old families', who in general do not go to lectures; one 

gentleman 
came in twenty7 miles on an 

engine to hear me. 

. . . We came back here, and I went to bed after hearing 
much about the war." [Italics 

are our 
own.] Another let 

ter concludes : " I wish I could have gone deeper into the 

South. If I ever come back to America, it will be to see 

more of the South." 

Here is something about his habits of reading which we 

should all take to heart : " I am glad to find that in the 

past year I have at least accomplished more than usual in 

the way of reading the books which at the beginning of the 

year I had put down to be read. I always do this, and I do 

not expect to read all I put down, but sometimes I fall much 
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too short of what I proposed, and this jrear things have been 

a good deal better. The importance of reading, not slight 
stuff" to get through the time, but the best that has been 

written, forces itself upon me more and more everj' year I 

live ; it is living in good companj% the best companj% and 

people are generally quite keen enough or too keen about 

doing that, j7et they will not do it in the simplest and most 

innocent manner bj' reading. However, if I live to be 

eighty I shall probably be the onlj- person left in England 
who reads anything but newspapers and scientific publica 
tions." 

This is a little too gloomy. He would have been sev 

enty-three if he had lived to see these letters published and 

it is quite certain that many of his countrymen will lajr down 

their favorite Times (which he once described as blundering 
on in its usual intrepid fashion) to read and enjoy them. It 

is equally certain that we could go on picking out entertain 

ing paragraphs from them, but we shall refrain. We have 

purposely quoted nothing from the more personal of the 

letters because we feel that such matters as his reverence 

for his father's memory, his devotion to his mother, his ex 

quisite fondness for his wife and children are not to be re 

tailed piecemeal here, but are to be sympathetically read 

in their proper sequence in this semi-autobiography which 

is the only authorized life we are likely to have of the most 

distinguished, if not the greatest, English man of letters of 

our day. 
Philo-Arminius. 
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